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Editorial   by Paul Parolin DC CST 

by Sue Roberts Couns, MBACP 

The winter's nearly over and for most people that means a 
sigh of relief. One of the most hopeful comments I ever heard 
was that plants grow more in March than in any other month - 
you don't notice, because they're still underground. For now 
we have the snowdrops and daffodils to help us forward. 
Sometimes though the winter blues don't shift that easily. The 
questions about ourselves  that are always at the back of our 
minds settle more firmly during the dark winter months and 
can leave us feeling unsettled and often unsure about  
ourselves. 
If this is how you feel, I may be able to help. 
Just a couple of counselling sessions may well 
clear your thoughts and make you feel more 
positive. More deep rooted problems will need 
longer, but why not try to come to terms with 
them and move on? 
I can be contacted through the Harmony Cen-
tre. I can see you at a time of day that suits 
you. The first half hour session is free - we can 
use it to decide if we want to work together. 
After that, each session costs £40 or £25 for 
young people. Why not give it a try? 

If you come for counselling at the Harmony Centre, it is  
unlikely that you'll be laying on a couch with the counsellor 
behind you, just quietly listening.  It is also unlikely that your 
relationship with the counsellor will be similar to a doctor and 
patient relationship.  Both Person Centred and Integrative 
Counselling offered at the Harmony centre view the relation-
ship between counsellor and client as that of two equals. 
Both with expertise – the client is the expert of his or her own 
thoughts and feelings and the counsellor has the skills and 
expertise in helping to clarify and often untangle these.  The 

conversation may be quiet and thoughtful and 
at other times robust.  The non judgemental 
attitude of the counsellor and the safe, confi-
dential  environment of the centre allow a  
client the freedom to explore deepest feelings 
or negative thoughts or behaviour. The trust 
between the two persons is vitally important 
for the client to discover positive ways of  
moving on and feeling well.  For this reason 
the counsellors offer a half hour free  
introductory consultation before any decision 
about future sessions need be made. 

Counselling  

by Sue Prendergast BA Hons Psychology, MBACP 

With the amount of unrest in the world of politics at present it 
is good to know we can rely on some things in life like  this 
27th edition of our newsletter which will inform you and  
answers questions you may have about what we do here. On 
the back page are two new faces each offering a course at 
the Harmony Centre. Mandy is offering a  12 week  
specialized back care course called Yoga for Healthy Lower 
Backs and Vanessa an 8 week Mindfulness Stress Reduction 
Course. Both are experienced and fully qualified. The courses 
begin in April. Please note these courses do not replace our 
existing courses in Yoga with Tanya and Mindfulness  
Meditation with Cindy. 
Below are two articles from our resident councellors. Sue 
Roberts discusses the opportunity present by counselling in 
helping to clear lingering unsettling thoughts and feelings 
whilst Sue Prendergast writes about the relationship between 
a counsellor and their client. Cindy talks about the inter-
change between posture and mood and how either can  
influence the other. Her article then highlights the possibility 
of changing long held negative patterns through mindful  
movement in classes such as qigong, tai chi and yoga. 
Liz writes an article about astrology and in particular birth 
charts which are individual maps which reveal conscious and  

unconscious behavior patterns and transits which highlight 
timings for transformation and crisis. Finally we have dug out 
a poem written by David Gillett the original founder of the 
Harmony Centre called “The Oak Tree”. Please enjoy! 



Releasing Holding Patterns by Cindy Engel  BSc, PhD, MRSS 

A dog approaches slowly, purposefully, eyes glaring. His 
hackles are up along his back and neck and his jaw open, 
baring teeth. His muscles are so tight he looks unusually  
rigid.   
Most likely, you understand that this dog is not happy with 
you.  You understand, instinctively, the basics of body  
language: the direct link between posture and feelings.   
Human emotion is also accompanied by postural changes 
which forms our non-verbal communication between each 
other.  However much we may try to 
disguise our feelings, others can  
unconsciously pick up subtle cues 
from body and facial expressions. 
What is relatively new to science is 
evidence that the embodiment of  
feelings works both ways. This 
means we can change the way we 
feel by changing our body language. 
Smile, and you feel happier, walk tall, 
and you feel more confident.  Amy 
Cuddy of Harvard University estab-
lished just how important this relation-
ship was by testing the effect of 
‘power posing’. She realised that  
humans display power through open 
expansive postures and express 
powerlessness through closed  
contractive postures.  She showed 
that this relationship works both 
ways. People assuming a ‘power 
pose’ for just one minute showed  
increased levels of the hormone  
testosterone (associated with  
assertiveness) and reduced levels of cortisol (associated with 
stress). They also felt more powerful and less scared of risk—
in other words, the posture made them more confident. And 
this was only holding the posture for one minute! 
Interestingly, the use of Botox has produced some insight 
about mind and body by proving that there is a feedback from 
posture to feelings.  Scientists found that people who had  
Botox to lose their frowns felt happier and not just because 
they looked younger. The removal of the frown removed  
information from the body to the mind ‘frown=unhappy’ and so 
they felt less unhappy. This is very important. It is not just that 
a positive gesture or posture has a positive effect but the  
removal of a negative gesture or posture reduces the  
negativity. 
What we think is also embodied. Thoughts create  

imperceptible responses in our muscles. The brain sends out 
the same signals during real and imagined action.  This is why 
our body releases a hormone during sleep to paralyse our 
muscles, i.e.,  so that we don’t run away when we are  
dreaming of running away.  
Sports psychologists use this link to help their clients improve 
performance by ‘thinking’ through—or rehearsing—the sport 
rather than actually doing it. As they imagine their actions, 
their brain sends signals to the appropriate muscles and they 

contract—imperceptibly. This lays down 
neural pathways for better performance 
when they actually perform the actions 
at a later date. Bodybuilders too are 
using this technique to make their  
muscles bigger: thinking about using 
their muscles creates a constant tension 
and works the muscles without going to 
the gym. 
Imagine then, someone who habitually 
gets angry about the news, or who  
imagines that everyone is out to get 
them, or who constantly relives past 
mistakes in an obsessive pool of regret. 
Their brains will be sending signals 
(albeit micro-signals) to their muscles 
and hormones for aggression, defence 
and regret—for days, weeks, months, 
years! Such long term conditions will 
produce identifiable holding patterns in 
the body that reflect the habit of though. 
The chronically angry or defensive  
person, for example, will almost  
certainly have tight shoulders, neck and 

jaw (remember that dog?). 
So—and here is the interesting bit—because mind effects 
body AND body effects mind, if we release these holding  
patterns by doing some mindful movement such as yoga, tai 
chi or Qigong, we will release ourselves from the restrictive 
information coming from the body. In other words, we can 
start to feel and think differently simply because we have 
changed the holding pattern in our body. 
Qigong is an ancient Chinese practise of self-development in 
which we continuously let go of our conditioned habits in order 
to enable the free flow of Qi and hence become healthy and 
wise. Roll on  
Cindy Engel Bsc PhD offers Qigong workshops at  
The Harmony Centre  www.wildhealth.co.uk 

Tuesdays 
9.30 - 11am   Yoga       Tanya Bradbury 
11.30am -12.45pm  Back-Care  
     Yoga      Mandy Beaumont 
 

Wednesdays 
Morning   Pilates      Kim Harket 
6.15 - 7.45pm  Qigong      Sara Lashm 
 
Thursdays 
1 - 2.30pm   Qigong      Sara Lasham 
6.30 - 8.00pm  Yoga       Tanya Bradbury 
 

Saturdays 
10.30am - 12.30pm MBSR      Vanessa Murphy 
 
Sundays Mini Retreats & Workshops 
Once a month  Meditation      Cindy Engel 
Once a month  Qigong       Cindy Engel 
Please see website or bulletin board or ring for dates 

Classes at the Centre 



Please note: 
The views expressed in this Newsletter are not neces-
sarily those of The Harmony Centre.  Anyone seeking 
health advice should consult a qualified practitioner. 

Astrological Therapy 
      by Liz Hills  BA Hons 

Therapies and Practitioners 
 

Acupuncture    Sue Hooker 
Aromatherapy    Mike Sawyer 
Astrology     Liz Hills 
Chiropractic    Paul Parolin 
Counselling/Psychotherapy Sue Prendergast 
      Sue Roberts 
Craniosacral Therapy  Paul Parolin 
Easibirthing®    Sarh Newman 
Foot Care    Jane Parker 
Future Life Progression  Paul Eagle 
      Suzanne Mann 
Healing: Reiki/Spiritual  Paul Eagle 
      Suzanne Mann 
      Judith Samuel 
      Mike Sawyer 
Health Kinesiology   Frances Arnold 
Herbalism/Herbal Medicine Nathalie Chidley 
Holistic Massage   Mike Sawyer 
Homoeopathy    Peter Healey 
Hopi Ear Candling   Judith Samuel 
Hot Stone Therapy   Mike Sawyer 
Hypnotherapy    Paul Eagle 
      Suzanne Mann 
Indian Head Massage  Judith Samuel 
      Mike Sawyer 
Life Coaching    Suzanne Mann 
Naturopathy    Zuzana Tillner 
NLP      Paul Eagle 
      Suzanne Mann 
Osteopathy    Zuzana Tillner 
Past Life Regression   Paul Eagle 
      Suzanne Mann 
Physiotherapy    Sue Hooker 
Reflexology    Judith Samuel 
Shiatsu     Cindy Engel 
Stop Smoking for Life  Suzanne Mann 
Weight Management  Suzanne Mann 

Astrology is an ancient self-diagnostic tool affording  
personal direction and insight.  A birth chart is a map of the 
solar system at the exact moment, day and year of birth 
relating the eight known planets, sun and moon to the  
horizon and meridian of the earth. Unique to the individual, 
the birth chart maps conscious and unconscious  
behavioural and thought patterns.  Transits help to deter-
mine timings in our life when transformation or crisis is  
likely and there becomes a need for introspective work. 
Benefits for the client when referencing the natal chart: 
 Help pinpointing where to start; especially if clients 

have been in therapy for a while feeling stuck. 
 Speeds up the time spent in therapy.  Months can be 

spent in therapy avoiding the real issue but the chart 
clearly identifies issues. 

 Discovering our Shadow.  Through exploration we 
can learn what drives our shadow. 

 Understanding our wound (Chiron).  Through  
 exploration we can learn to own our wound and 

transform ourselves from victimhood.  The wound 
highlights what we can do for others but what we 
cannot do for ourselves. 

 The natal chart itself (i.e. the pictorial map) depicts 
our oppositions and internal conflicts and to visually 
see this on paper, adds another dimension to the 
therapeutic process and can have a powerful effect 
on us. 

 Self-Care.  Understanding our makeup and our  
 limitations.  Through exploration, if we can reach a 

point of acceptance, we can provide ourselves with 
the necessary self-care needed. 

Astrology will not: 
 Reveal your story. 
 Explain the ‘cause’ behind your reoccurring theme(s). 
Cause & Effect.  Astrology alone is limited; although it helps 
to pinpoint personal patterns, the ‘effect’, it does not answer 
why this is happening, the ‘cause’.  However, if used as a 
self-diagnostic tool in a two way dialogue with the  
astrologer facilitating and engaging with the client and their 
story, understanding the 'cause' can be discovered. 
Ring to find out more 

 

Reiki/ Healing  
is offered at the 

Centre  
Please phone 
for further 

details  
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Having ‘bagged up’ cats, 
chickens, plants (& hus-
band!), I’ve only recently 
settled in Suffolk - which 
after much consideration 
we jointly decided was the 
perfect place.  As trained 
horticulturalists, the  
challenge to create an 
individual garden space 
has always been our 
dream and provided  
motivation for the upheav-
al that surrounds such a 
big move. 
For nearly 30 years I 
worked for one of the 
world’s largest  

international publishing houses where I was Rights  
Licensing Director for Copyright.   Realising how much 
yoga helped me to deal with the stress of working in a 
highly competitive corporate environment, I felt compelled 
to learn more about this fascinating philosophy.   
I spent 5-years at Teacher Training and then went on to 
study a variety of other related Philosophy, Anatomy/
Physiology as well as Therapy courses, I changed my 
career path and now teach a variety of yoga-related  
classes with a focus on 1:1 private tuition where the prac-
tice is tailored to suit the individual.   The Specialised 
Back Care Course has proved to give back so much in 
terms of energy and wellbeing to participating students I 
am excited to be starting a new course at The Harmony 
Centre in April. 
Email: mobilemandy@me.com 
Website: www.mandybeaumont.co.uk       

New Face  
by Mandy Beaumont  BWY, CNHC, YHLB 

 

 
YHLB - Yoga for Healthy Lower Backs - Back Care Yoga 
Tuesdays 11.30 am to 12.45pm 12 week course 
Starting  Tuesday 19th April 

 
 

MBSR - Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction 
Saturdays 10.30am to 12.30pm 8 week course  
Starting  Saturday 16th April  

The Oak Tree 
 

 
The tree that stands on Yonder Hill, 
the centuries past it by; 
It’s ever entwining branches still 
reach upward to the sky. 
Its ever increasing shadow 
engulfs the surrounding ground, 
and even when there is sorrow 
it comforts those around 
 
 

 
 
 
In Spring, there is Life abounding 
in its sturdy trunk so tall, 
and it really is astounding 
how it protects them all. 
 
Its name is that of sturdy Oak, 
its Heart is always True; 
Its coat of arms the rains will soak, 
and forever keep them New. 
 
  By David Gillett 

New Face  
by Vanessa Murphy  adv.di UKCP 

I have been  
meditating for many 
years suffering from 
some stress related 
illness. 
I found that the 
best treatment was 
mindfulness with  
compassion,  you 
can catch the  
triggers and  
embrace the  
moment.  MBSR 
has helped me im-
mensely and now I 

have more freedom from life stresses. 
Automatic Pilot 
We live a lot of our lives on automatic pilot, not really  
present moment-by-moment. Thoughts, feelings and 
sensations in the mind (of which we may only be dimly 
aware) can trigger old habits of thinking that are often 
unhelpful.  
By becoming more aware of our thoughts, feelings and 
body sensations, from moment-to-moment, we give  
ourselves the possibility of greater freedom and choice. 
We do not have to go into the same old ‘mental ruts’.  
The aim of this course is to increase awareness so that 
we can respond to situations with choice rather than  
react automatically. We do that by practicing to become 
more aware of where our attention is, and deliberately 
changing the focus of attention, over and over again.  
 

The Real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking 
new landscapes but in having new eyes 
            Marcel Proust 

Two new courses 


